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The distane between Inherent Strutures and the inluene of saddles on approahing
the mode oupling transition in a simple glass former
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We analyze through moleular dynamis simulations of a Lennard-Jones (LJ) binary mixture the
statistis of the distanes between inherent strutures sampled at temperatures above the mode
oupling transition temperature TMCT . After equilibrating at T > TMCT we take equilibrated
ongurations and randomly perturb the oordinates of a given number of partiles. After that
we nd the nearby inherent strutures (IS) of both the original and perturbed ongurations and
evaluate the distane between them. This distane presents an inetion point at Tli ≃ 1 with a
strong derease below this temperature whih goes to a small but nonzero value on approahing
TMCT . In the low temperature region we study the statistis of events whih give zero distane,
i.e. dominated by minima, and nd evidene that the number of saddles dereses exponentially
near TMCT . This implies that saddles ontinue to exist even at T ≤ TMCT . As at TMCT the
diusivity goes to zero, our results imply that there are saddles assoiated with nondiusive events
at T < TMCT .
PACS numbers: 61.43.Fs, 61.20.Ja, 61.43.-j
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ape
What is the inuene of the potential energy landsape
on the dynamial properties of glass formers? Under-
standing of this relation is ruial for the development of
a omprehensible thermodynamis of superooled liquids
and glasses. In reent years muh progress have been
done in this diretion [1℄. Simulating simple models of
glass formers Sastry et al. [2℄ found evidene of four re-
gions where the inuene of the landsape is qualitatively
dierent: (a) the high temperature region where the sys-
tem is essentially a simple liquid, with exponentially de-
reasing time orrelation funtions and free diusion, (b)
a landsape inuened region haraterized by the onset
of nonexponential relaxation for TMCT < T < Tli, () a
region whih Sastry et al. alled landsape dominated in
whih ativated events should be dominant and (d) the
region for T < Tg orresponding to the glass phase. In
this work we will be onerned with the rst two regions
and the rossover between the seond and the third one.
In regions (a) and (d) the landsape seen by the system
is essentially at, of ourse for very dierent reasons: in
(a) the energy of instantaneous ongurations is muh
higher than typial potential energies and in (d) the sys-
tem is able only to explore a stritly loal region mainly
through vibrations and diusion is avoided. In (b) and
() the ruggedness of the landsape has a strong inuene
on the dynamis and makes a thermodynami desription
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very diult to rationalyze. More reently a more quan-
titative desription of the role of the landsape has begun
to emerge [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. An interesting way of look-
ing at hanges in the landsape topology in the dierent
regions is to alulate the statistis of saddle points. By
looking at the order of the saddles, i.e. the number of
unstable diretions ns, Angelani et al. [4℄ found that this
is a well dened funtion of temperature and found evi-
dene that it goes to zero at a temperature whih seems
to oinide with the mode oupling transition tempera-
ture TMCT [9℄. The immediate onsequene of this result
is that the mode oupling transition an be interpreted
in terms of a topologial hange in the landsape: TMCT
should mark the transition between a region dominated
by saddles to a region dominated by minima. That this is
qualitatively true is now reasonably well established but
the quantitative identiation of TMCT with the point
where ns goes to zero needs to be independently veried
for dierent systems and if possible by looking at several
dierent quantities. One of these is the mean squared
distane (MSD). In referene 2 the MSD was alulated
between an instantaneous onguration and the nearby
IS. The main onlusion was that at very low tempera-
tures, tipially below TMCT , it goes linearly to zero as
T → 0, an evidene that the MSD omes essentially
from harmoni vibrations. In referene 4 it was shown
the MSD between saddles and the orresponding minima
suggesting a linear relation also between this MSD and
the order of the saddles ns.
Here we look at the distanes between near inherent
strutures whih give additional information on the re-
lation between landsape topology and the dynamis of
the system. We performed moleular dynamis simula-
2tions on a well known Lennard-Jones binary mixture of
80 % partiles of type A and 20 % partiles of type B
with ǫAA = 1.0, ǫBB = 0.5, ǫAB = 1.5, σAA = 1.0,
σBB = 0.88, σAB = 0.8 at a density of 1.204 that has
been extensively studied for 1000 partiles by Kob et al.
[10, 11℄ who obtained TMCT ≃ 0.435. In the present work
we used N = NA + NB = 250. We rst equilibrate the
system at temperatures T = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.55, 0.5
and 0.47. We study 32 samples at eah temperature fol-
lowing dierent thermal treatments in order to have the
same statistis than in referene 10 and verify that ex-
trapolating our data to lower temperatures the diusivity
should go to zero at the same value of TMCT . The dis-
tane between IS is alulated as follows: one the system
is equilibrated at a temperature T a typial onguration
is taken. Then we make a damage on the equilibrated
onguration by hanging randomly the oordinates of nd
partiles hosen also randomly and the IS orresponding
to the original onguration and the damaged one are ob-
tained via onjugate gradients minimization. The MSD
between both IS is dened as:
D2(T, d) =
〈∑
i
(
r
IS0
i − r
ISd
i
)2〉
(1)
in whih T is the temperature at whih the system has
been equilibrated, d is the amount of damage done to
the equilibrated onguration, i.e. the number of parti-
les perturbed and the disloation per partile and the
braes mean an average taken over a number of indepen-
dent equilibrium ongurations and by making dierent
damages on eah onguration hosen, for example, by
taking dierent partiles to move for eah onguration.
As we want to explore the distane between near IS,
i.e. those aesible dynamially at eah temperature, the
damage should be small, so we displae eah one of the
nd partiles an amount |δri| = 0.01 or |δri| = 0.10, both
muh smaller than the typial interpartile distane of
the system [12℄. Note that the distane D2 goes to zero
when the inherent strutures of the original onguration
and the damaged ones are the same, or in other words,
when they are in the basin of a minimum, with no double
well saddles between them. We found that at low tem-
peratures an important fration f0 of the events gives
zero distane, and so in order to get sensible results we
normalize D2 with the fration of non zero events 1− f0.
Doing this, even in the ase where only one event gives
a non zero distane, the resulting D2 will be nite and
equal to this distane. Conerning the number of parti-
les to be damaged nd, we have heked that at low tem-
peratures inreasing nd from 2 to 40 only improves the
statistis inreasing 1−f0 but not hanging qualitatively
the behaviour of
D2(T,d)
1−f0
. So we take nd=40 and keep it
xed in the following study, the amount of damage "d"
in expression (1) an therefore be fully araterized by
the size of the disloation |δr|. For temperatures T < 0.6
we have taken averages over 1000 ongurations for eah
one of the 32 samples overing a time range greater than
the relaxation time at eah T. Then for eah ongura-
tion we have also averaged over 4 and 8 dierent partiles
damaged for d = 0.10 and d = 0.01 respetively.
A natural question is: is there some temperature at
whih D2(T, d) goes to zero? In this ase this should
oinide with the point at whih the order of the saddles
goes to zero as disussed above.
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FIG. 1: Mean squared distane between inherent strutures
as funtion of temperature for two dierent damages d=0.1
and 0.01. Inset: a zoom of the low temperature region.
In gure 1 it is shown the normalized MSD as a fun-
tion of temperature for two dierent damages. As ex-
peted the distane is very large at high temperatures
and dereses upon dereasing T . Between T = 0.8 and
T = 1 an inetion point is learly seen below whih the
MSD dereases very quikly. This temperature range
is the same at whih Sastry et al. [2℄ found the onset
of non-exponential behaviour in the relaxation funtions
signalling the begining of what they alled the landsape
inuened region. Our results are an independent onr-
mation of the presene of that harateristi point but,
more importantly, it gives a purely topologial determi-
nation of it. From the inset it is apparent that the dis-
tane does not go to zero on approahing TMCT .
In order to get a better insight into the landsape prop-
erties of the low temperature region we show in gure 2
the probability of non zero events as a funtion of tem-
perature in log-linear sale. It is evident the onset of a
strong derease in the non zero events at around T = 1.
The behaviour of 1 − f0 near TMCT is obviously depen-
dent on the initial damage. But even for the smallest
damage d = 0.01 (two orders of magnitude smaller than
the typial interatomi distane) the number of non zero
events does not seem to go to zero at TMCT . In the inset
of gure 2 we show 1−f0 in a redued temperature range.
The points below T ≃ 0.6 are perfetly aligned indiating
an exponential deay of the number of non zero events
towards TMCT of the form 1−f0 = exp((T −T0)/ǫ) with
T0 depending on the initial damage. We did several inde-
3pendent heks in order to onrm this behaviour. The
diret impliation of this result is that the number of sad-
dles does not vanish at TMCT in agreement with reent
work [6, 8℄ and in apparent ontradition with previous
one [4℄. As we have independently veried in our sim-
ulations that upon extrapolation to lower temperatures
the diusion onstant should go to zero at TMCT , this,
together with the previous result implies that there ex-
ist saddles at T ≤ TMCT assoiated with nondiusional
events.
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FIG. 2: The fration of events with non-zero nal distane
as a funtion of temperature for two dierent damages in log-
linear sale. Inset: a restrited temperature range in order to
show learly the alignment of points for T ≤ 0.6
One an get a more diret evidene of the relation
between the landsape topology and dynamis by look-
ing diretly at the partile displaements. The fat that
partiles annot diuse in a region where there is still
minima-onneting saddles available may explain reent
results obtained by Bühner et al. on the slowing down
in the dynamis of superooled liquids on approahing
TMCT [13℄. In referene 13, the authors show that near
TMCT the system visits a kind of valley ontaining sev-
eral IS where the system is trapped for some time jump-
ing between the dierent IS and where the mobility is ex-
tremely small. Motion of partiles in these valleys should
be strongly olletive and probably single displaements
won't go beyond one interatomi distane. In order to
test these hypotesis we have omputed several displae-
ment distribution funtions.
In gure 3 we show the distribution of squared dis-
plaements, i.e. eah value of D2 ontributing to this
histogram is a sum over the 250 partiles whih orre-
sponds to eah term ontributing to the mean squared
displaement of equation (1). We see that at high tem-
peratures (T > 1) the maximum is loated at D2 greater
than 40 whih is the number of partiles perturbed. This
indiates that an important fration of the system suf-
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FIG. 3: The distribution of squared displaements ontribut-
ing to the mean of equation (1) for the dierent temperatures
studied for damage d = 0.10. Note the presene of two max-
ima for T=0.8 and T=1. Inset: the peak of the distributions
for very small displaements.
fer displaements at least of the order of the interatomi
distane. An interesting fat emerges exatly at T = 1
and is also present at T = 0.8: a seond maximum at
very low values appears. This is another indiation that
T = 1 is a harateristi temperature for this system be-
low whih the dynamis is landsape inuened as Sastry
et al. named this region. In this rossover region three
kinds of proesses an be deteted: (i) proesses in whih
a fration of partiles an still move by distanes of the
order of an interatomi distane, (ii) proesses where the
partiles an only move by tiny amounts and there is no
partile moving an interatomi distane and (iii) a third
group of proesses where partiles do not move at all.
The last group ontributes with a delta peak at the origin
whih we have eliminated from our plots. The growing
onnement of the partiles as the temperature is lowered
from T = 1 is more dramati than what an be inferred
from the growing peak at low values of the distane. In
fat for T < 0.8 there is only one peak at D2 < 0.5 (see
the inset of gure 3). If we note again that eah ontri-
bution to D2 is a sum over the 250 partiles, this implies
that on average no single partile moves a distane of
the order of an interatomi distane. Of ourse, from the
presene of the tails in the distributions for larger values
of the distane one annot disard a priori the existene
of some partiles that move by suh amounts. Never-
theless it seems more likely that this ontributions ome
essentially from olletive motions in whih an important
number of the partiles move very little. A stronger sup-
port for this senario is given by the distribution of the
largest displaements shown in gure 4.
This gure gives also very interesting information.
Note that for T > 1 the partile that moves more goes to
a distane typially longer than one interatomi distane
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FIG. 4: The distribution of largest displaements for several
temperatures for damage d = 0.10. DMAX is the displae-
ment of the partile that experienes the largest displaement
of all the partiles in the system in a given proess. Note the
large dispersion in the values at T = 0.8 and T = 1.
with very few ontributions with DMAX < 1. The vari-
ane of the distributions grow and the height of the peak
goes through a minimum as the temperature rosses the
region where the landsape begins to inuene the dy-
namis. The large variane signals the appearane of an
important fration of partiles whih, although are the
ones that move more than any other, have displaements
onned to DMAX < 1. Note that the distanes between
IS (gure 1) present an inetion point between T = 0.8
and T = 1 indiating a rapid derease in the number of
saddles available for diusing. For T < 0.8 the maximum
displaements are peaked around very small values less
than one interatomi distane.
Finally we asked the question: is there some order in
the pattern of displaements per partile as a funtion
of temperature? A partial but important answer an be
done by ordering the N partiles by dereasing value of
their displaements. In gure 5 we show that in fat the
patterns of displaements are similar for all temperatures.
The rst point to the left orresponds, for eah tem-
perature, to the mean over the partiles with the largest
displaements (rst moment of distributions of gure 4),
the seond point is the mean over partiles with the se-
ond largest displaements, and so on up to the parti-
les with the smallest displaement. From this gure
it is very lear that the overwhelming majority of par-
tiles move in average less than 1 while only very few
move more than one interatomi distane at high tem-
peratures T > 1. For T < 0.8 all partiles in average
move very little. Interestingly, the average distane trav-
eled by the partiles with the largest displaement goes
to zero very slowly (almost linearly) as T → 0 suggest-
ing again a ontinuous variation of landsape properties
on rossing TMCT . Also note that most partiles move
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FIG. 5: The pattern of displaements for the 250 partiles
and for several temperatures
by some amount whih means that the motion is highly
olletive. By looking at the relative dierene between
the rst and seond largest displaements (not shown) we
obtained a pratially onstant and low value for T > 1
followed by a pronouned grow of this dierene for T < 1
whih is another indiation of the drasti onnement of
the system in this range of temperatures where only one
partile moves muh more than the others (although in
a sale less than one interatomi distane).
Reently Grigera et al. [7℄ omputed the distribution of
partile displaements between a minimum and a saddle-
onneted neighbour in a soft spheres system and found
evidene that, at low temperatures, the typial proess
is one where a large amount of partiles travel very small
distanes, less than half an interatomi distane, and very
few partiles move by the order of one interatomi dis-
tane. These were interpreted as ativated proesses in
a region where there were almost no saddles available.
This piture is qualitatively dierent from the one that
emerges from the present work for the binary LJ system.
Nevertheless, further work is needed to eluidate if dif-
fusion in binary LJ system ours as a umulative eet
of the small olletive displaements or it is due to very
rare ativated events that, if present, should be onned
to the tails of our displaement distributions.
In summary we analyzed the information brought by
the distanes between near inherent strutures relevant
for the dynamis of a superooled liquid near the mode
oupling transition temperature. In this way the ontri-
butions oming from vibrations are automatially ltered
out. It is possible to obtain rather preise information on
the proesses involved in the evolution in phase spae and
also in real spae. The funtional form of the MSD as a
funtion of temperature and the evolution of the distri-
bution of displaements and of maximum displaements
dene learly a harateristi region near T = 1 below
5whih the number of saddles deays rapidly and the par-
tiles beome strongly onned. We found also that the
number of saddles is exponentially small on approahing
the mode oupling transition temperature but does not
go to zero. In the low temperature region, in onneting
two neighbouring IS, most of the times all partiles move
by amounts muh smaller than the typial interpartile
distane. The senario that emerges for the low temper-
ature dynamis is one in whih the landsape is formed
by a kind of metabasins [6, 8, 14℄ in whih there are still
many inherent strutures onneted by low lying saddles
whih may exist even for T < TMCT (see also reent
work by Heuer et al. [15℄). Individual partiles move
by tiny amounts within a metabasin in a highly olle-
tive way. From our results on the binary LJ system the
mode oupling transition temperature TMCT ontinues
to be haraterized by a dynamial singularity and the
possible onnetion of the transition itself with a sharp
hange in some topologial property of the potential en-
ergy landsape remains to be eluidated.
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